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recommended by Aminah Khan

                  Milk Chocolate Inukshuk by Chocolatas

As you walk along the cobblestone paths of Granville Island,

Chocolatas is one shop that sweet toothed or not you'll find hard not to

stop and step inside. The rich dark aromas of chocolate laced with

subtle scents of tea, champagne and other exotic flavours like wasabi

waltzing into the street will take you right round the world in a wave of

chocolate.

 

At Chocolatas you'll always find something special for the season that's a

pretty present and a trip to chocolate heaven for the palate. This year it was

the red coloured chocolate lips and high heeled shoes that had Chocolatier

Wim and his wife Veve crafting away in the run up to Valentine's Day. Dark

chocolate filled with amaretto and cherries, milk chocolate with caramelised

hazelnut and white chocolate with champagne makes each of these a kiss of

chocolate you won't forget.

 

One order that really got Wim and Veve excited was a red soled classic

Christian Louboutin high heel shoe which someone in the American fashion

capital of New York wanted made for his girlfriend in Vancouver for Valentine's

day. Nowhere else would you find such a luxurious blend of fashion and

chocolate?

 

They excitedly show me the lips and high heeled shoes and then Veve brings

over a tray with two piles of bite sized bricks, one dark chocolate and one

milk chocolate. "We have chocolate Inukushuks," says Veve as the pile

topples over sending us into into giggles.

 

She piles the blocks back up as she explains, "The Inukshuk is a

construction of stones used as a guide to give people directions. If you're

hiking you can find your way back with the Inukshuk". The Inkushuk topples

over again sending us into another fit of laughter as she adds, "you buy a box

with the little pieces and you make your own Inukshuk."

 

Chocolatas is all about creativity and unique flavours so when someone said

to them, "Did you try birch syrup? It would be awesome with chocolate!" Birch

syrup was soon trickling into the ganache bowl. Birch syrup truffles and

chocolate Inukushuks are their latest creations added specially for the winter

Olympics.

 

Wim's creations are artistically finished and as pleasing to they eye as they

are to the palate. "Something beautiful with a really good quality is what we

want for our customers," says Veve. The intricate patterns printed on their

chocolates were picked from entries to an art competition they held across

Canada.
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At the back of the factory the master Chocolatier Wim Tas is busy by his

tempering machine as his wife Veve shows me round the factory and as she

tells me the story of Chocolatas.

 

Wim was the son of an auto repair mechanic and didn't see many happy

customers when he was growing up. "People are always grumpy when a car

breaks down, with chocolate you never get angry customers in the store,"

explains Veve. It was this sweet toothed 30 something couple's desire to see

smiling customers and do something original that saw Chocolatas come to

life.

 

Coming from the land of chocolate Wim decided to become a Chocolatier and

trained at Maison Wittamer which supplies chocolate to Belgian royalty. "We

always wanted to do something different and chocolate allows you to do so

many things, make so many combinations," says Veve.

 

The variety of flavours on offer here is what makes Chocolatas such a favourite

among chocoholics. They make over 40 different fillings here from simple

almond or hazelnut to their signature delights like tea, birch syrup, Sichuan

pepper and sea salt to name a few.

 

At Chocolatas the flavours and ingredients make all the difference. "If you

work with food 50% of your success depends on the quality of the ingredients

that you're using," says Wim. They use real champagne for their champagne

truffles and for their whisky truffles it's 17 year old Glenfarclas single malt that

goes into the ganache. "We're trying to incorporate the best whisky on the

market. It's expensive but the flavour you get from this whisky is astonishing,

it's amazing!" he says.

 

Most of their vintage chocolate (which is chocolate from a single region or

plantation) comes from Belgium and France but they also fly some of it in

from other parts of the world."My favorite is the Taiori from the Dominican

Republic, it's fruity, intense and earthy" says Veve. From Togo's subtle hints

of gingerbread to the Oaky aromas of Sao Thome each of them has a very

distinct character.

 

But having the best ingredients is not enough, you also need the right mix of

chocolate, sugar, cream and infusions. "To make a balanced velvet creamy

centre, that melts is an art" says Veve the wife of Master Chocolatier Wim

Tas. "When I come up with a new recipe it can take me a couple of days or

even a couple of weeks to find the right chocolate and the right balance before

you have the perfect chocolate" adds Wim.

 

Tea flavoured ganache is something quite special to this chocolate factory

and there's choice here too from the mild sweetness of South African Rooibus

and fruity Kyoto cherry made from cherry blossoms to the more dominant

bitter hints of Earl Grey.

 

They've also got some exotic treats from the east like Iranian pistachio,

wasabi and Sichuan pepper. The Sichuan pepper, sea salt and raspberry

truffles are the actually the most popular. "The pepper is definitely one of our

highest sellers." says Wim.

 

When you're strong flavours like Sichuan pepper Wim says the secret is

finding the right balance. "The pepper cannot be too spicy, it cannot be

overpowering. It's just a tiny little hint that you notice when you let the

chocolate melt on your tongue. Don't just gobble it, don't just chew on it and

swallow it, no! you have to let it melt and then you get the nice mixture of all

the flavours." says Wim smiling. At Chocolatas they don't use any artificial

colours or preservatives and the chocolates aren't excessively sweet.

 

What's the best part about chocolate making? "I think it's the tasting process"

says Wim laughing. For Veve that's one of the good things about being

married to a master Chocolatier. "I eat chocolate every day," she adds with a

chuckle.
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Vancouver - Feature Article » Foodie

A peek into ChocolaTas, Granville
Island

recommended by Aminah Khan

As you walk along the cobblestone paths of Granville Island, ChocolaTas is

one shop that sweet toothed or not you'll find hard not to stop and step inside.

The rich dark aromas of chocolate laced with subtle scents of tea,

champagne and other exotic flavours like wasabi waltzing into the street will

take you right round the world in a wave of chocolate.

 

With over 40 different varieties to choose from and some real chocolate art

work this Chocolaterie is a definite must see sweet toothed or not.

 

Take a peek into ChocolaTas to see what Master Chocolatier Wim Tas has in

store:
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